Disability Pride Month Book List

**Non-Fiction**

1. *Sitting Pretty: The View from My Ordinary Resilient Disabled Body* by Rebekah Taussig
3. *A Dog Called Hope* by Jason Morgan and Damien Lewis
4. *Mikey and Me: Life with My Exceptional Sister* by Teresa Sullivan
5. *The Body Keeps the Score: Brain, Mind, and Body in the Healing of Trauma* by Bessel van der Kolk, M.D.
6. *Trauma: Healing Your Past to Find Freedom Now* by Pedram Shojai, O.M.D.

Call Numbers:
- 362.4 T
- 616.8582 H
- 616.8521 V
- 155.93 P
Disability Pride Month Book List

Non-Fiction

- Shouting Won't Help: Why I—and 50 Million Other Americans—Can't Hear You
  By Katherine Bouton
  617.8 B

- Switched On: A Memoir of Brain Change and Emotional Awakening
  By John Elder Robison
  616.8588 R

- Forever Boy: A Mother’s Memoir of Autism and Finding Joy
  By Kate Swenson
  BIOGRAPHY Swenson

- Deaf Utopia: A Memoir—and a Love Letter to a Way of Life
  By Nyle DiMarco
  BIOGRAPHY DiMarco

- Mean Baby
  By Selma Blair
  BIOGRAPHY Blair

- The Invisible Kingdom: Reimagining Chronic Illness
  By Meghan O’Rourke
  616.044 O
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Adult Fiction

FICTION Novic

FICTION Leary

FICTION Powers

FICTION Ryan

FICTION Chung

FICTION Rodale
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ADULT FICTION

FICTION Hoang

FICTION Hoang

FICTION Liese

FICTION Doerr

MYSTERY Prose

MYSTERY Spotswood
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Young adult fiction

A List of Cages
Robin Roe

When My Heart Joins the Thousand
A. J. Steiger

The State of Grace
Rachael Lucas

For a Muse of Fire
Heidi Heilig

You're Welcome, Universe
Whitney Gardner

A Curse So Dark and Lonely
Brigid Kemmerer
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Young Adult Fiction

- *List of Ten* by Halli Gomez
- *Sick Kids in Love* by Hannah Moskowitz
- *It's My Life* by Stacie Ramey
- *The Weight of a Thousand Feathers* by Brian Conaghan
- *The Voice in My Head* by Dana L. Davis
Sitting pretty: the view from my ordinary resilient disabled body / Rebekah Taussig / 362.4 T

The reason I jump: the inner voice of a thirteen-year-old boy with autism / by Naoki Higashida; translated by KA Yoshida and David Mitchell / 616.85882 H

A dog called hope: A wounded warrior and the service dog who saved him / Jason Morgan and Damien Lewis / BIOGRAPHY Morgan

Mikey and me: life with my exceptional sister / Teresa Sullivan / BIOGRAPHY Sullivan

The body keeps the score: brain, mind, and body in the healing of trauma / Bessel A. van der Kolk, M.D / 616.8521 V

Trauma: healing your past to find freedom now / Pedram Shojai, O.M.D. and Nick Polizzi / 155.93 P
Shouting won't help: why I--and 50 million other Americans--can't hear you / Katherine Bouton / 617.8 B

Switched on: a memoir of brain change and emotional awakening / John Elder Robison ; foreword by Alvaro Pascual-Leone, MD, PhD / 616.8588 R

Forever boy: a mother's memoir of autism and finding joy / Kate Swenson / BIOGRAPHY Swenson

Deaf utopia: a memoir and a love letter to a way of life / Nyle DiMarco ; with Robert Siebert / BIOGRAPHY DiMarco

Mean baby: a memoir of growing up / Selma Blair / BIOGRAPHY Blair

The invisible kingdom: reimagining chronic illness / Meghan O'Rourke / 616.044 O
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Adult Fiction

True biz: a novel / Sara Novic / FICTION Novic

The foundling / Ann Leary / FICTION Leary


A room called Earth / Madeleine Ryan / FICTION Ryan

The eighth girl / Maxine Mei-Fung Chung / FICTION Chung

The mad girls of New York / Maya Rodale / FICTION Rodale
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Adult Fiction

The kiss quotient / Helen Hoang / FICTION Hoang

The bride test / Helen Hoang / FICTION Hoang

Always only you / Chloe Liese / FICTION Liese

All the light we cannot see : a novel / Anthony Doerr / FICTION Doerr

The maid : a novel / Nita Prose / MYSTERY Prose

Fortune favors the dead : a novel / Stephen Spotswood / MYSTERY Spotswood
A list of cages / Robin Roe / Y FICTION Roe

When my heart joins the thousand / A.J. Steiger / Y FICTION Steiger

The state of Grace / Rachael Lucas / Y FICTION Lucas

For a muse of fire / Heidi Heilig / Y FICTION Heilig

You're welcome, universe / Whitney Gardner / Y FICTION Gardner

A curse so dark and lonely / Brigid Kemmerer / Y FICTION Kemmerer
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Young Adult Fiction

List of ten / Halli Gomez / Y FICTION Gomez

Sick kids in love / Hannah Moskowitz / Y FICTION Moskowitz

It's my life / Stacie Ramey / Y FICTION Ramey

Love from A to Z / S.K. Ali / Y FICTION Ali

The weight of a thousand feathers / Brian Conaghan / Y FICTION Conaghan

The voice in my head / Dana L. Davis / Y FICTION Davis